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Publishing Information Sheet

Thank you for reaching out to Anointed Hands Publishing Company to gain information on
how we can assist you with bringing your book to life! It gives us great joy to work with you. We
value every opportunity that God bless us with. We know you could have chosen any other
company, but you chose us and for that we again say thank you!
There are many components to publishing a book and we are there to help you every step
of the way. Below is all components needed to complete a book:















ISBN and Bar Code
Editing
Table of Content
Cover and back page design
Interior design
Layout of book
Copyrighting, acknowledgement (optional), dedication (optional), bio, references
Foreword (optional)
Distribution of books (eBook options and other sources)
Book size
Paperback or hardback
Marketing of book (Electronic Flyer announcing book release, Social media
Marketing)
Promotional items (100 Flyers and 100 Book Marks, 3-4 page website))
Book Launch (The planning process)

Anointed Hands Publishing Company is equipped to assist you in every step of the process.
We have a team that work together to bring your vision to light. Our editor has over 20
years of experience and a degree in English. Our graphic design team has over 12 years of
experience and works full time in the field. Our publisher coach is a certified life coach,
author, writer and speaker who has four years of training and experience in publishing. We
not only get your book in your hands to sale, but distribute it across many avenues such as
Amazon, Barnes and Noble and more! You have come to the right team to get the job done
in a timely and professional manner!
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How We Work

AH Publishing specialize in giving you relief during the publishing process. In order to
provide you with the best service, we have a process we follow to get you the best service
available.
Step 1: Consultation with publisher to discuss your needs and answer any questions you
may have about publishing company.
Step 2: Confidentiality Agreement is sent to client confirming that their work is their work
and they are protected. This is sent before the manuscript is emailed to the company. Once
client receives agreement, manuscript and publishing application is sent to publisher.
Step 3: Publisher has 72 hours (3 days) to review manuscript and submit proposal to client
with different publishing package options. Price is based on editing needs, cover design, etc.
Publishing timeframe, payment options etc. is also included in the proposal.
Step 4: Once client chooses publishing package and makes first payment, publishing begins.
Step 5: YOU ARE A PUBLISHED AUTHOR!

